
 

Eminem: Stan (Dr Dre and Phil Atwell, 2000) 

This highly cinematic narrative video was produced on a five-day shoot, far longer than most 

music promos. Eminem is largely absent (he only appears in flashbacks in the first three 

verses), but his presence is almost obsessively signalled through the shrine which his fan, 

Stan has set up to him in his basement and through both his voice, which delivers Stan’s 

monologue, and Stan’s appearance as a look-alike. In this song and video, Eminem makes 

one of his many complex attempts to negotiate the relationship between his storytelling and 

his autobiography, by exploring the over-identification of a fan with a star.  

From the moment the video begins, we are plunged into claustrophobic rain-soaked worlds. The 

camera enters a building through the window at night in the middle of a storm, an image that is 

repeated at the end when the couple at the centre of the story die in a car as it plunges off the bridge 

in a night-time storm. Stan’s girlfriend, played by Dido (whose singing, from one of her own tracks, is 

heavily sampled in the video) is heavily pregnant and awakes in their shabby home, needing the 

toilet. In the bathroom, Stan is standing in front of a mirror, bleaching his hair to transform himself into 

an Eminem look-alike. In the style of a horror film, the mise en scène, with the storm raging in the 

background, is reminiscent of the killers’ lairs in both Silence of the Lambs (Jonathan Demme, 1990) 

and Se7en (David Fincher, 1995). The gloomy character of the building with its dirty green walls is 

further emphasised by the camerawork which gives us a bird’s eye view as the girl tries to get into the 

bathroom. The tracking overhead shot, as the camera moves across the top of the doorframe, is 

reminiscent of the grim finale to Scorsese’s Taxi Driver (1976).  
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The girl’s anxiety over Stan’s behaviour is expressed through the dialogue: ‘Don’t you think you’re 

taking this too far?’ and through the mise en scène when the camera cranes down from the toilet to 

show him in his basement room, which is a shrine to his hero, covered in news cuttings, posters, front 

pages of magazines and even featuring a dummy figure dressed up as Eminem. There appears to be 

permanently running video footage of the artist on a TV screen and endless letters which Stan is 

writing to him. The scenario has echoes of a number of films about obsessive fans such as The Fan 

(Ridley Scott, 1996) and King of Comedy (Martin Scorsese, 1982). 

The first cutaway to the artist himself occurs just before the song begins, as we see Eminem, 

presumably in his trailer, receiving his mail and reading a letter as Stan continues writing. The 

fragmented cutting and the roving camera add to the feeling of unease, as does the footage of Dido 

physically separated in the hallway, followed by scenes of domestic conflict. The narrative is 

developed when we see one of Stan’s letters going astray at the sorting office and then, for the 

second verse, a series of flashbacks which both motivate Stan’s escalating behaviour and showcase 

the star, as we see Eminem on stage, backstage after a show and at a signing session. The 

character of Matthew, Stan’s little brother, is introduced, the victim of the star’s apparent lack of 

interest in his fans, though what the camera shows us (repeated later from Eminem’s point of view) is 

at odds with Stan’s interpretation of the scene.  

The final horrifying sequence begins when Stan’s girlfriend goes down to the basement and is 

shocked by a photograph in which Stan has replaced her with the star. With the girl in the boot of the 

car, Stan speeds towards the bridge while tape recording a suicide note to the star who he accuses of 

ignoring him. His ironic realisation that he will not be able to send the tape comes just as the car 

crashes over the bridge. Because of its use of violence and swearing, this sequence was heavily 

censored for screening on TV.  

As the car sinks, with Dido’s refrain repeated once more, we cut to Eminem sitting reading the letter, 

unaware of what has happened. Wearing spectacles to give him an intellectual look which distances 

him from the fan, Eminem delivers the last verse. As he responds to Stan’s points (like Stan, writing in 

pencil) and urges him to seek help, the camera cuts back to the frogmen opening the car and then to 

the cemetery, in the teeming rain, where a middle-aged woman and young Matthew stand. At the 

end, as the audience sees Matthew’s hair now bleached like Eminem’s (or Stan’s), the artist realises 

that the tragic story he heard on the news where a tape to an unnamed person was found in a 

crashed car must have been from this fan. This sequence unravels with a montage of shots, images 

from the letter he has read, which completes the narrative for Eminem. 

This video offers performance (in the sense of the rapper delivering a narrative tale and speaking the 

part of his fan), star image and a clear powerful story. It is ultimately about Eminem and his image 

and his treatment by the media (like other controversial artists, he risks being blamed for copycat 
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crimes) and explores a highly complex area: the relationship between star and fan. The visual 

imagery is closely linked to the lyrics, a distinctive feature of videos of rap music, which focus on 

social commentary. The camerawork and editing emphasise the restlessness of the music. There is a 

strong emphasis on looking: as viewers we look into people’s private lives; in the basement a video 

plays footage on a screen within a screen. 


